We review here a new approach to mapping the human cerebral cortex into distinct subdivisions. Unlike cytoarchitecture or traditional functional imaging, it does not rely on specific anatomical markers or functional hypotheses. Instead, we propose that the unique activity time course (ATC) of each cortical subdivision, elicited during natural conditions, acts as a temporal fingerprint that can be used to segregate cortical subdivisions, map their spatial extent, and reveal their functional and potentially anatomical connectivity. We argue that since the modular organisation of the brain and its connectivity evolved and developed in natural conditions, these are optimal for revealing its organisation. We review the concepts, methodology and first results of this approach, relying on data obtained with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) when volunteers viewed traditional stimuli or a James Bond movie. Independent component analysis (ICA) was used to identify voxels belonging to distinct functional subdivisions, based on their differential spatio-temporal fingerprints. Many more regions could be segregated during natural viewing, demonstrating that the complexity of natural stimuli leads to more differential responses in more functional modules. We demonstrate that, in a single experiment, a multitude of distinct regions can be identified across the whole brain, even within the visual cortex, including areas V1, V4 and V5. This differentiation is based entirely on the differential ATCs of different areas during natural viewing. Distinct areas can therefore be identified without any a priori hypothesis about their function or spatial location. The areas we identified corresponded anatomically across subjects, and their ATCs showed highly area-specific inter-subject correlations. Furthermore, natural conditions led to a significant de-correlation of interregional ATCs compared to rest, indicating an increase in regional specificity during natural conditions. In contrast, the correlation between ATCs of distant regions of known substantial anatomical connections increased and reflected their known anatomical connectivity pattern. We demonstrate this using the example of the language network involving Broca's and Wernicke's area and homologous areas in the two hemispheres. In conclusion, this new approach to brain mapping may not only serve to identify novel functional subdivisions, but to reveal their connectivity as well.
CHRONOARCHITECTURE: THE PRINCIPLE OF FUNCTIONAL INDEPENDENCE AND NATURAL CONDITIONS
One hundred years after their derivation, the cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic maps of the cerebral cortex derived by Brodmann (1905 Brodmann ( , 1909 , Campbell (1905) , Vogt & Vogt (1919) , von Economo & Koskinas (1925) and others are, remarkably, still in use. This may seem surprising given that there are many subdivisions that they have not revealed and given the advent of new imaging techniques of infinitely greater sophistication. Perhaps one important clue to their success lies in the fact that they do not hypothesize about functions. Instead, their only hypothesis is that anatomical subdivisions will reflect functional subdivisions. By contrast, activations obtained in neuroimaging experiments depend heavily on the exact nature of the stimuli used, and their interpretation is heavily hypothesisdriven (Friston et al. 1995; Frackowiak et al. 1997) . Moreover, the same cortical region (e.g. parietal cortex) may be activated in a variety of different ways, including more or less of its functional subdivisions, depending upon the stimulation paradigm used. While such a picture may well reveal the functional complexity of the parietal cortex, it also makes it difficult to subdivide it in a compelling way. The challenge of mapping cortical subdivisions thus lies in finding the right anatomical or functional markers. Unfortunately, there are relatively few functional maps provided by modern neuroimaging experiments in the human that can be reproduced reliably, such as that of area V5 or of retinotopically mapped visual regions, while extent and functional interpretation of activations in large parts of the cortex, such as parietal, temporal or frontal regions, vary with the stimuli and with changing insight. Equally, despite their reliability, cytoarchitectonic maps (Brodmann 1909) or other anatomical mapping techniques like recent attempts of metabolic or molecular maps (Livingstone & Hubel 1984; Zilles & Clarke 1997 ) have provided relatively selective cerebral maps that do not nearly reveal all the functional and structural subdivisions of the cortex or that apply only to subregions. This is perhaps best illustrated in the case of cytoarchitectonic area 18, which has been shown in subsequent physiological and anatomical studies to contain at least four further areas that differ significantly in their functions. Among these are areas V2, V3, V3A and V4 in the monkey (Zeki 1978) . Modern multi modal databases that combine maps derived from several methods are more powerful as they combine the strengths of individual methods, and together with large databases and new approaches, such as computer-aided high-resolution anatomical mapping, will without doubt provide more powerful tools in the future (Mazziotta et al. 2001; Roland et al. 2001; Van Essen 2002) .
(a) Chronoarchitecture Here, we review a new way of mapping the functional subdivisions of the brain introduced recently (Bartels & Zeki 2004a ,b, 2005 . It is based on time and we therefore term the maps derived from it as chronoarchitectonic maps. Just as the sole working hypothesis of cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic methods is that functional differences will be reflected in anatomical differences, so too is the hypothesis of our approach that each specialized cortical area or even subarea of the brain will have its own specific, and characteristic, ATC during natural conditions. Chronoarchitectonic maps are thus derived from the analysis of ATCs of part or the whole brain, ideally at a high temporal and spatial resolution. We hypothesize that the dynamic complexity of more natural stimuli that include a variety of attributes that the brain originally evolved to deal with is most likely to activate a maximal number of areas differentially. Therefore, our approach does not rely on specific anatomical markers that are limited to revealing only a subset of the cortical subdivisions, such as differences in cellular compositions (cytoarchitecture), the degree of myelination (myeloarchitecture) or metabolic activity of cytochrome oxidase. Nor does it depend on functional hypotheses, such as traditional neuroimaging experiments, which can only reveal particular regions that are 'targeted' by a priori hypotheses and particular stimuli. Instead, our approach exploits the fact that distinct cortical and subcortical subdivisions differ in their ATC in natural conditions, by virtue of a complex of factors. This includes differences in their functional feature preference and thus in processing loads, differences in their structure, such as myelination and hence speed of conduction, as well as other synaptic, cellular and molecular properties. We argue that this provides a 'temporal fingerprint' that is unique to each area, allowing one to map distinct areas of the cortex, just as Brodmann, Campbell and others used 'cellular fingerprints' for their maps. This is what constitutes the chronoarchitecture of the cortex. As it is a consequence of the functional and structural organization of the cortex, it does not reveal a cortical map that is distinct from that derived from anatomical tools or through classical functional mapping techniques. However, it is based on a marker that is omnipresent and inherently as specific to each subdivision as its functional and structural distinctness. Moreover, because it does not rely on a single functional hypothesis or on a single anatomical property, it may provide maps of the cerebral cortex that are more extensive than those provided by the more traditional methods. In the present paper, we introduce the conceptual framework for this new approach, and demonstrate its power on the example of imaging data collected while subjects viewed a James Bond film, resulting in a successful segregation of known regions in the visual and auditory/language systems. Naturally, chronoarchitectonic maps are not limited to fMRI or the specific analysis used (ICA in this case). Different, future methods of data collection with better spatial or temporal resolution combined with improved computational segregation tools may yield chronoarchitectonic maps of more detail. In addition, our stimulation only covered audio-visual aspects of brain activity occurring in natural conditions and improved or alternative experimental settings may reveal subdivisions in higher cognitive, motor or emotional systems in more detail. Combined with modern multi modal databases and a solid quantification of spatial extent and reliability, these maps can then be combined and compared with existing ones derived from other methods (Mazziotta et al. 2001; Roland et al. 2001; Van Essen 2002) . It also is important to note that, in principle, every functional imaging experiment reveals a time-based map, no matter whether a hypothesisdriven or a data-driven analysis is used, since every experiment uses some 'temporal fingerprint' in the BOLD signal to identify specialized regions. However, in conventional experiments, the temporal marker is imposed by the experimenter, using a controlled and highly constrained set of stimuli specifically designed to activate only a specific subset of regions at predefined times. In addition, in the case of an epoch-based/ blockwise stimulus presentation, an artificially high temporal correlation may be induced among regions even though they are involved in processing different aspects of the stimulus. Conventional experiments are thus ideal to reveal a subset of 'targeted' regions, in isolation or as a group, by relating them to a particular stimulus or task, and are thus captured well by the term 'functional mapping'. In contrast to conventional experiments, the approach of chronoarchitecture seeks to activate as many regions as possible, as differentially as possible, with as few artificial constraints as possible, without any need of a priori hypotheses with regard to ATCs, all of which is diametrically opposed to the conventional approach. Hence, we use the term chronoarchitecture or time-based mapping for this approach that exploits inherent spatio-temporal fingerprints of distinct regions to identify them. The maps obtained with this 'blind' time-based anatomy should not differ from those obtained in traditional functional (or anatomical) experiments, but may reveal many more regions, including some with unknown functions, together with information about their potential connectivity, and can be obtained in a single experimental session.
(b) The principle of functional independence The principle of functional independence accounts for our hypothesis that distinct subdivisions have distinct ATCs during natural conditions. Functional specialization entails that distinct regions have a preference to process distinct features, such as a preference for colour, motion or objects, or in the non visual domain, emotions, actions or reward (Zeki 1978) . There are several reasons why functional specialization may have been an evolutionarily advantageous principle for the brain, even for a single modality such as vision. However, a critical reason from the present viewpoint is that distinct features can, and often do, vary independently of each other over time. We hypothesize that features that vary independently in natural conditions are processed in separate subdivisions. If two features in the environment covaried entirely, then, from a sensory and behavioural perspective, they would constitute a single feature, and there would have been no evolutionary need to process them in separate specialized subdivisions. Thus, we assume that every functional subdivision processes a feature that can vary independently of other features processed in other subdivisions. From this, it follows that since the brain evolved to cope with natural conditions, the most suitable way to activate its specialized regions, and each in its most specific way, is to expose it to the dynamic complexity of natural conditions. Accordingly, we have shown psychometrically for a small set of features that they vary with a surprisingly low degree of temporal correlation during natural conditions, and that the intensity with which each of these features is perceived correlates linearly with the intensity of activity in the regions specialized for this feature (Bartels & Zeki 2003) . This is in accord with a later study showing that the peak activity of areas with known specialization correlated with the presence of the corresponding feature, consistently across subjects (Hasson et al. 2004) . Our results further showed that the temporal correlation of activity between the distinct regions processing these distinct features was low, even within the visual system. Conversely, there were relatively high, significant and highly area-specific temporal correlations between anatomically corresponding regions across subjects who viewed the same film (see figure 10 and Bartels & Zeki 2003 . In addition, we showed that natural viewing activated manifold more regions differentially than traditional epochbased studies (see figure 11 and Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . These initial findings thus support our more general notion that distinct regions do in fact have distinct time courses of activity during more natural conditions, thus supporting the principle of functional independence. Note that the word 'independence' is not used in its strict statistical sense here, but it refers to the notion that distinct features may at times vary independently over time, leading to characteristic (even though not necessarily statistically independent) ATCs in the regions specialized for these features. For a more detailed discussion see Bartels & Zeki (2004b) .
(c) Natural conditions and ICA Because the brain's subdivisions and its connectivity have evolved in natural conditions, we argue that these conditions will also be optimal to expose the brain's organization. Ideally, one would record brain activity for a very long period of time while the subject is engaged in various aspects of natural behaviour and stimulation. Given the constraints of the experimental setting, we had to limit ourselves in this study to the practically achievable. To optimize the distinctness of the 'temporal fingerprints' of distinct subdivisions, at least in the visual-auditory systems, we asked participants to freely watch a film. This is not exactly a natural condition, but one that approximates it given the constraints of the experimental setup. Certainly, it is more natural than most of the traditional imaging experiments, which use repeated, highly specific and often quite artificial stimuli to selectively activate a particular pathway. We expected film viewing to provide natural conditions at least for the visual and auditory system, and thus to lead to characteristic ATCs in distinct subdivisions within these systems. To achieve a segregation of subdivisions, for example, in motor, higher cognitive or emotional systems, one may have to use other types of complex natural stimuli that are better suited to involve these systems more extensively. Our fMRI recordings allowed us to measure activity throughout the brain with a spatial resolution of 3 ! 3 ! 3 mm, leading to about 60 000 voxels per whole-brain image every approximately 4 s. If distinct functional subdivisions were activated with distinct ATCs, then it would be a major challenge to identify and segregate voxels belonging to a given subdivision from the remaining voxels of the brain, given that we had no a priori hypothesis about their time courses. There are a variety of methods that could be applied to achieve such a data-driven dissection of the brain, each with its own benefits and pitfalls. These range from simple correlation analyses to more sophisticated clustering techniques. One of the most powerful methods to meet this challenge is ICA (Bell & Sejnowski 1995) . ICA has the power to unmix a linear mixture of signals, based on measures of mutual independence. In the case of fMRI data, it segregates spatially independent clusters of voxels into separate 'independent components' (ICs), each constituting a spatial brain map, with an associated ATC. We provide a brief review of the sense and no-sense of applying data-driven methods such as ICA in this paper. For our approach, we expect distinct functional subdivisions to be isolated in distinct, spatially independent ICs.
In the following, we first provide a short historical overview of anatomical mapping methods that are as blind with regard to function as is our new approach proposed here. Then we provide a short review of the method of ICA applied to fMRI data also employed here, with examples of its application to traditional datasets. We then demonstrate how the brain can be 'blindly' dissected into its functionally distinct cortical subdivisions during natural conditions, based entirely on their unique temporal fingerprints (Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . We conclude by extending our approach to mapping connectivity between distinct regions, which we propose is related to interregional correlations during natural vision (Bartels & Zeki 2005 ).
ANATOMICAL MAPS AND THEIR RELATION TO FUNCTION
The concept underlying any anatomical, structural or architectural method is simple and enduring. First formally enunciated by Oskar & Cecile Vogt (Vogt & Vogt 1919) , it merely states that architectural differences are indicative of functional differences and, conversely, that functional differences demand differences in architecture-the dominant and most successful theme in cortical studies. The enduring success of this approach is reflected in the continued use of the resulting brain maps today. Indeed, the approach has seen something of a spectacular comeback following the introduction of imaging studies and attests to the approach's conceptual soundness. Speaking in modern terms, brain function is implemented in the form of neuronal hardware. Thus, by definition, differences in function require differences in hardware, visible in terms of cell types, connectivity, synaptic and molecular structures. The principal methods used by the early cartographers of the cerebral cortex were those of cytoarchitectonics and myeloarchitectonics, the former revealing the manner in which cells are stacked upon one another in layers and the latter the pattern of myelination in different zones of the cerebral cortex (Flechsig 1901; Brodmann 1909) . Irrespective of the shortcomings of these methods, they had two over-riding advantages. First, whatever architectural boundaries they delineated could be assumed to delineate functional differences. Second, the very nature of the anatomical approach, which is 'blind' with respect to the function, ensured a certain objectivity and longevity of the findings. This is especially apparent when compared with current, hypothesis-led imaging experiments, the results of which depend heavily on the particular paradigms used and rarely lead to an unchallenged attribution of function to a given area. With this supposition at its basis, cartographers such as Brodmann (1905 ), Campbell (1905 , Vogt & Vogt (1919) and von Economo & Koskinas (1925) did not have to overly concern themselves with attaching a function to every subdivision that they managed to delineate. Instead, they hoped that future functional and clinical studies would validate their subdivisions. This has turned out to be true to some extent. Apart from the well-worn examples of the striate cortex and the motor cortex, there are several other architectural subdivisions that have proven to reflect, perhaps to an unexpected degree, a functional differentiation. One example is provided by the subdivisions of the parietal cortex. Although authorities may still disagree on whether the subdivisions of this cortex provided by Brodmann accurately reflect the functional picture that modern physiological evidence is providing, its separation from the rest of the prestriate cortex is reflected in its functional uniqueness. Equally, Brodmann's delineation of area 19 from area 18, at least in the upper reaches of the superior temporal sulcus, fairly accurately reflects the transition into area V5 or, to put it more accurately, into the V5 complex of areas.
Of the two techniques used by the early cartographers, the more successful and interesting has been the myeloarchitectonic method. This reveals the pattern of myelination in different areas. Among its successes are the delineation of an area in what used to be considered as 'associational' cortex that is myelinated at birth and coincides almost exactly with area V5 (Flechsig 1901; Watson et al. 1993) , the sharp delineation of a boundary between areas 18 and 19, representing the transition to the cortex of area V5 as one moves rostrally across the cortex, and the delineation of several subdivisions in the fusiform gyrus (Lungwitz 1937) , an early indication of a now well-established fact that the fusiform gyrus consists of several distinct areas that are apparently engaged in different tasks (Bartels & Zeki 2000a; Malach et al. 2002; Spiridon & Kanwisher 2002) . However, there is another feature of myeloarchitectonic maps that has not been commented on to date. That is, that myeloarchitectonic maps, in theory, may give an indirect indication of the speed at which signals travel within or to a given region, based on the basic physiological knowledge that myelin enhances the speed of action potential propagation within the axon. Recent evidence confirmed this directly, suggesting that differential regional myelination yields constant latency irrespective of axonal distance, in this case between thalamus and cortex (Salami et al. 2003) . The evolutionary reason for distinct myelination in distinct cortical regions is unclear-whether it may speed up signals of particular behavioural importance, or whether it is an attempt to synchronize percepts arising from regions with distinct processing delays is not known (see the hypothesis of perceptual synchronization; Bartels & Zeki 2004b ). Whichever interpretation is true, myeloarchitectonic maps could be regarded, in a sense, as the anatomical reflection of chronoarchitectonic maps for the millisecond range and are probably related in part to the distinct signal arrival times observed across distinct regions, as well as the distinct, psychophysically determined, perceptual delays of different features (Moutoussis & Zeki 1997; Zeki & Bartels 1998a; Schmolesky et al. 1998) .
However, modern studies have also shown the limitations of this anatomical approach. Perhaps one of the best-known examples is to be found in area 18 of Brodmann. While the cytoarchitectonic and myeloarchitectonic methods have not been able to show the subdivisions within area 18 that we now recognize, the fact remains that other techniques, for example, the technique of metabolic architecture (Wong-Riley 1979), have revealed a distinctive architecture for area V2-consisting of the well-known cycle of metabolically distinctive stripes (Livingstone & Hubel 1984) and for area V3, consisting of a band of heavy metabolic activity (Jen & Zeki 1984) . Moreover, functional studies have succeeded in associating distinct architectural subdivisions within individual areas such as V1 and V2-revealed by the technique of cytochrome oxidase architecture-with distinct functional groupings of cells (Livingstone & Hubel 1984; DeYoe & Van Essen 1985; Shipp & Zeki 1985; Xiao et al. 2003) .
Thus, the statement that functional differences are reflected in architectural differences remains true today. We propose that the structural and functional borders can be inferred by the temporal marker of ATCs observed during natural conditions.
ICA APPLIED TO FMRI (a) The method: review and intuition
Traditional fMRI data-analysis methods require knowledge of stimulus timing or of the location of a region of interest in order to identify and characterize cortical responses to the stimuli given (Friston et al. 1995a , Frith et al. 1995 . In contrast, in our new mapping approach we want to rely on the differences of activity in distinct functional subdivisions, without any a priori knowledge about their activity wave forms or locations or indeed about their functions (even though the opposite is still possible, despite uncontrolled stimuli; Bartels & Zeki 2003) . Thus, to obtain a more objective dissection of the brain without the biases associated with human hypotheses, we need to rely on a data-driven analysis method. This method should be able to identify voxels belonging to one functional subdivision and segregate them from the remaining voxels that belong to other functional subdivisions. We hypothesize that voxels belonging to a given functional subdivision will have higher temporal correlations (or more general temporal dependencies) among themselves compared with voxels belonging to other subdivisions. Of course, separate functional subdivisions may also have temporal dependencies as a consequence of anatomical connections or through common modulation through third regions, but we assume these to be smaller than those between voxels belonging to the same subdivision. An ideal segregation method would thus provide some sort of a hierarchical clustering result, revealing at one end of the hierarchy fine subdivisions of the brain such as visual areas V1, V4 or V5, and at the other end, their interconnections into networks of functionally connected regions (see also figure 13 ). For this first experimental approach of a 'blind' subdivision of the cortex, we used ICA, as this method seemed optimally suited to fulfil our needs. Based on information theory, ICA is a powerful method for unmixing or decomposing linear mixtures of independent sources, which need not be known a priori (Bell & Sejnowski 1995) . The (mixed) data are iteratively fed through an unmixing matrix, which is adjusted such that the information in its output channels is maximized. This minimizes the mutual information among them, thus rendering them independent of each other. ICA can be applied to retrieve either spatially or temporally independent sources or optimize independence in both dimensions. In the case of EEG, it is usually applied to retrieve temporally independent sources. Each electrode can be considered to 'listen' to a linear mixture of various electrical sources active somewhere in the brain. Given n electrodes (or n mixed signals), ICA can then recover n temporally independent sources, each having an associated map of its spatial distribution. So far, this was probably the most successful application of ICA in neuroscience as it separated artefacts and various neural sources that contributed to the highly mixed EEG signal (Makeig et al. 1997 (Makeig et al. , 2002 . With fMRI, ICA has been mainly applied to retrieve spatially independent maps. One can consider various voxels to be active in various combinations, superimposed by artefactual signals (e.g. induced by head-movement). ICA can then separate n spatial mixtures (each one whole brain image) into n spatially independent maps, each of which has an associated time course. Other techniques such as PCA are less powerful for the identification of distinct brain activation patterns. The key weakness of PCA stems from its strength in other applications; namely, from its constraint to impose orthogonality (only with regard to second-order correlation) upon its data projection for both the temporal and the spatial aspects and to align it such that the first component accounts for the maximal amount of variance in the data. Principal components thus have a pronounced hierarchy in terms of the amount of variance they explain, and are entirely spatially and temporally uncorrelated. This is not suitable to reflect the brain's organization. First, there is no reason to assume that one task (or in our case, one functional subdivision) will account for more variance in the data than others. Second, many intersecting sets of brain regions have some temporal correlations of varying strengths with each other due to their rich yet specific connectivity, and even artefacts (e.g. those derived from movement) may be correlated with task-related activity. Thus, PCA is less likely to yield physiologically very meaningful results. Any algorithm trying to segregate the brain's areas, artefacts or task-related networks should therefore allow each component to account for similar amounts of variance, and allow for partial correlation in time, which spatial ICA does. Accordingly, McKeown et al. (1998b) demonstrated in the first application of ICA to fMRI data that ICA outperformed other data-driven methods for fMRI, and showed that ICA could isolate voxels whose ATCs correlated with the task condition or with artefactual signals into separate ICs. It should be noted, however, that if spatial ICA is used to detect functionally connected (i.e. temporally correlated) networks of areas, then it should be complemented by alternative methods (such as correlation analysis). The reason for this is that spatial ICA applies the independence criterion only to the spatial, not to the temporal, mode of its components. This means that while voxels co isolated into a single IC will have considerable temporal dependencies, it does not exclude the possibility that voxels of another IC may also be temporally related to them, even though at a reduced level (see also figure 12 and Bartels & Zeki 2005) . Nevertheless, the original version of ICA has several shortcomings. Among them are some physiologically non plausible assumptions, for example, complete independence in either space or time, the absence of noise and the unknown number of sources underlying the original signal (Calhoun et al. 2001b; Esposito et al. 2002; Stone et al. 2002) . Furthermore, ICA per se does not provide statistical measures that would allow inference at a single-subject or group level. Several groups have thus improved different aspects of the method since, and we will consider some of these in our future analyses (McKeown 2000; Nakada et al. 2000; Calhoun et al. 2001a,b,c; Gu et al. 2001; Nybakken et al. 2002; Stone et al. 2002; Suzuki et al. 2002; Beckmann & Smith 2004; Meyer-Baese et al. 2004a,b; Lange et al. 2004) . A powerful improvement has been proposed by Beckmann & Smith (2004) , whose probabilistic ICA allows for the presence of Gaussian noise in the mixing process and also for an estimation of the number of sources in the mixed signal. Meyer-Baese et al. (2004a,b) combine the strengths of Kohonen maps with ICA and also show that some clustering algorithms may outperform original versions of ICA. Another improvement that clearly outperforms spatial or temporal ICA has been proposed by Stone et al. (2002) who optimized the algorithm such that its assumptions better fit the physiological signal recorded using fMRI. Specifically, their skew spatio-temporal ICA extracts components that are maximized both in their spatial and temporal independence, while at the same time allowing for non independence, which is physiologically more plausible. At the same time, it allows for non symmetric skewness of the IC's probability density functions, which is also physiologically more plausible (Stone et al. 2002) . In the studies reviewed here, we used the infomax spatial ICA proposed by Bell & Sejnowski (1995) , as applied by McKeown, Jung et al. (1998) . Despite its limitations, the comparison of the ICA's results with those obtained using traditional statistical tools in the epochbased studies reviewed here, as well as the results obtained from natural viewing data, demonstrate its impressive power as a data-driven method and reveal the first time-based dissection of the visual and non visual brain into its functional subdivisions during natural conditions. Future analyses will without doubt benefit from the recent improved implementations of the method discussed above and from alternative methods.
(b) ICA and fMRI: a solution in search of a problem? Despite this power to 'blindly' identify task-correlated or artefactual activity, ICA applied to fMRI has been seen by many as a solution in search of a problem. Both artefact removal and detection of task-related activity are predominantly (and very successfully) performed using traditional methods, which are often considerably easier to apply and more transparent, even though ICA has also been shown to reliably detect artefactual components (Friston et al. 1995 (Friston et al. , 1996 McKeown et al. 2003; Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . Data-driven analysis methods are therefore only truly needed when there is uncertainty about the position and timing of activity, making their range of applications very limited. Truly uncontrolled fMRI experiments are extremely rare. It is sufficient to know just the onset of brain activity for powerful traditional statistical methods in order to characterize its waveform, to localize it and to compare it to different conditions (Friston et al. 1995a , Frith et al. 1995 Buchel et al. 1998; Henson et al. 2002) . The timing of stimulation, or at least the onset of activity, is usually accessible to the experimenter even in experiments that do not fix such events a priori, for example, in the case of hallucinations, the reversal of visual illusions or other perceptually bistable stimuli, thus allowing for an analysis using traditional statistical methods (ffytche et al. 1998; Kleinschmidt et al. 1998; Lumer et al. 1998; Castelo-Branco et al. 2002) . Thus, most ICA-fMRI studies have concentrated on improvements in the method, without demonstrating the need for its application. There are very few exceptions where the lack of a priori knowledge of the activation necessitated the use of a data-driven method, for example, during simulated car-driving or spontaneous signals during anaesthesia and rest (Calhoun et al. 2002; Kiviniemi et al. 2003; Van De Ven et al. 2004) . Perhaps a combination of ICA with reliable statistical inference and software packages that more easily allow a combination of complementary methods will render ICA-fMRI applications more useful and widespread in the neuroimaging community (McKeown 2000; Calhoun et al. 2001a) . However, our application of ICA to fMRI data collected during natural viewing is a model scenario for its use. We assume that the brain's exposure to more natural conditions will lead to distinct activity in each of the activated functional subdivisions. We aim to exploit this without applying any a priori knowledge about spatial location or activity time courses. This requires us to use a data-driven method to segregate groups of voxels from each other whose ATCs differ.
EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF ICA AND SPM IN CONTROLLED DATASETS
Before we used ICA to segregate functional subdivisions based on their 'temporal fingerprints', which we hypothesized to be optimally present during natural conditions, we had to convince ourselves that ICA was capable of doing so. In this section, we review the application of ICA to four fMRI datasets from controlled experiments which we also analysed using conventional SPM (Friston et al. 1995) . This allows a direct comparison of the ICA results with those of SPM. These experiments include studies on colour vision, romantic love, spatial attention and object recognition (Zeki & Bartels 1999; Bartels & Zeki 2000a ,b, 2004a . Figures 1-4 provide a comparison of the results obtained with ICA with those obtained using SPM. The equivalence of the results is evident. Figure 1 shows activity evoked by coloured abstract 'Mondrian' stimuli in the fusiform gyrus in the ventral cortex, which contains two separate colour-selective regions, V4 and V4a. The SPM analysis revealed adjacent representations of upper and lower visual fields in V4, which was not evident in V4a, while ICA simply isolated both colour-selective regions together in one IC (Bartels & Zeki 2000a) . Figure 2 shows two of the regions that were specifically active when volunteers viewed pictures of their partner/loved one (in comparison to gender-, age-and familiaritymatched friends), namely a subdivision of the anterior cingulate cortex and the medial insula (Bartels & Zeki 2000b) . The same regions were also activated when mothers viewed their own children as opposed to other acquainted children or their best friend (Bartels & Zeki 2004c) . ICA isolated these regions in two separate components, indicating a differential involvement and the associated time courses reveal their specific activation in the attachment condition (Bartels & Zeki 2000b) . Figure 3 shows activation related to spatial attention to either colour or motion in each of four visual quadrants. While the stimuli remained identical, spatial attention modulated activity in visual areas in a retinotopic fashion. SPM and ICA revealed identical results (Zeki & Bartels 1999) . It should be noted that after one region has been isolated in one IC, the same region is unlikely to appear in other ICs again, mainly because of the ICA's constraint of spatial independence. Thus, only the SPM analysis of this dataset revealed that the colour-selective regions V4 and V4a, and the motion-selective region V5 were modulated not only by the spatial aspect of attention, but also by the feature attended to within the attended quadrant (motion or colour), which was not apparent in ICA (Bartels & Zeki 2000a ). Thus, while ICA proved to deliver reliable results, classical statistical analyses allowed for additional statistical comparisons. Finally, figure 4 shows results from an object recognition study in which objects and their scrambled counterparts were either moving or stationary and were alternated with blank stimuli. Both ICA and SPM revealed indistinguishable results and the results obtained using ICA were highly reproducible across subjects (Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . We found that the reason for the variability in the spatial extent of early visual areas in the ICs across the five subjects lay in oversplitting of this region into several ICs in some of the subjects. This could be easily detected using CMs that revealed early visual cortex as a whole, and would presumably be less likely to happen with recent optimized versions of ICA. More importantly, early visual areas (V1/V2) had consistently different activity time courses compared with those of the motionselective area V5, even within a single condition: V1 showed adaptation while V5 did not, which was consistent across subjects. This provides a hint that apart from their distinct feature selectivity, distinct regions exhibit distinct dynamics in their response, which will work to our advantage in the 'blind' dissection of the cortex during natural conditions. We thus conclude that spatial ICA applied to fMRI data is a powerful and reliable way of segregating temporally related voxels. In fact, it is so successful that its results are qualitatively equivalent to those obtained using statistical mapping and may at times supersede them, as they demonstrate specificity of activity in separate areas or temporal correlations in networks of areas rather than correlation with experimental tasks. For the analysis of traditional, controlled datasets, however, SPM offers the advantage of explicit statistical testing of hypotheses, making it preferable over data-driven approaches. Indeed, several others share this view (Friston 1998; Calhoun et al. 2001a; Nybakken et al. 2002; Quigley et al. 2002) . It is therefore questionable whether data-driven approaches such as ICA will remain widely used unless they are improved to enable more sound statistical inference (McKeown 2000; Calhoun et al. 2001b) . Another difficulty lies in the selection of ICs because various non-neuronal signal fluctuations such as movement, breathing and heartrate changes may potentially lead to ICs that are difficult to discern from ones relating to neuronally induced signal changes. In our view, hypothesis-driven analyses, such as SPM, are thus currently preferable for most imaging experiments. We see the key application of data-driven approaches, such as ICA, in the determination of spatial activity patterns based on their differential activity time courses in completely uncontrolled experiments. Irrespective of the precise experimental settings, we refer to them as chronoarchitectonic mapping, as they rely entirely on temporal markers.
THE CHRONOARCHITECTURE OF THE CEREBRAL CORTEX
The perceptual richness and complexity of natural conditions that the brain evolved to deal with is likely to reveal the functional specialization of cortical regions optimally, as we explained above with the principle of functional independence. We approximated natural conditions by showing eight volunteers part of the James Bond film Tomorrow Never Dies (Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . Note that this approach is diametrically opposed to that used in traditional fMRI experiments, which aim to differentially activate as few regions as possible by using as well-controlled stimuli as possible. Thus, the 'blind' nature of our approach required the development of some new techniques to obtain physiologically meaningful results, which we described in detail in our original publication (Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . While the application of ICA to the free viewing fMRI data per se was identical to that in the traditional datasets, this time we could not use the onsets and timings of distinct conditions to select our ICs of interest. The selection of meaningful ICs is a major task in every ICA analysis, as there are as many ICs as original whole-brain scans, in our case up to 368 ICs per subject. Other groups have used PCA to reduce the amount of data before application of ICA, but we refrained from doing so because weak but physiologically important signals may get lost during this process. Firstly, variance of the fMRI signal due to neuronal processing can be smaller than that induced by artefacts such as breathing, head movement and so on. Low variance PCs may thus contain the data we are interested in keeping. Secondly, since some artefacts may be partially correlated with signal of neuronal origin, discarding PCs containing artefacts may also remove signal we are interested in due to PCA-imposed orthogonality. Thus, many of the ICs contain clusters of voxels that are not of primary interest to us in this context, such as ventricles, blood vessels and regions affected by head movements. Examples of such artefactual ICs are shown in figure 5. We used a conservative two-stage process to select ICs, thus ensuring that only ICs functionally involved in processing the stimulus were selected as determined by the significance of the intersubject correlations of their ATCs. In general, one can assume that the less stringent the selection criteria, the higher the probability of confusing some artefact with a functional subdivision. First, anatomical criteria such as location, extent and bilaterality were used to manually select candidate ICs, which reduced the original number to a few dozen per subject. In the second stage, we exploited anatomical and temporal correspondence of ICs between subjects. Functionally corresponding ICs of different subjects not only corresponded anatomically, but also showed significant inter subject correlations over time (see inter subject correlation and inter subject ranking in Bartels & Zeki 2004a ). In addition, for each IC, a CM was calculated based on its most active voxel to confirm that the full spatial extent of the functional cluster was captured in the IC. This is a good method to check whether ICA super-fractionated a given area into small units (Bartels & Zeki 2004a .
(a) Results
The results of this first attempt to obtain a time-based dissection of the brain are fascinating. In every single subject, ICA identified up to a dozen distinct regions, even within the visual cortex. Many of these regions corresponded not only anatomically but also temporally across subjects in a very area-specific way. Only anatomically corresponding regions achieved significant temporal inter subject correlation. This was not the case for anatomically non corresponding regions. This showed that anatomically corresponding regions were activated in a similar way in different subjects, thus proving that these ICs contained regions that were stimulus-driven and functionally specialized. Thus, in conjunction with natural viewing, ICA allowed us to identify and segregate distinct visual regions based on their activity time course alone. Figure 6 shows ICs of a single subject, each containing a functionally distinct bilateral region in the occipital (visual) cortex. The first 3 min of the ATCs associated to each of these ICs are shown next to them to illustrate how distinctly these visual regions responded during the same stimulus period. Each of the ICs shown for this subject was also present in the other subjects, with significant and area-specific intersubject correlations (see also figures 9 and 10; Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . A single experiment of natural viewing thus allowed us to identify many of the visual areas known in the human, based on time alone. Figure 7 illustrates the key reason why this approach works. The BOLD signal correlations are plotted between the most active voxels of each cluster identified in the distinct ICs of figure 6. It is apparent that the temporal correlations between distinct cortical regions are very low during free viewing. In fact, the true correlation of neuronally induced BOLD signal may have been even lower since most artefacts in fMRI would, if anything, have contributed to global positive correlations (for detailed analyses see Bartels & Zeki 2004a . This is why ICA was able to isolate the voxels belonging to different regions in distinct ICs. Mainly the left/right counterparts of the same regions have high temporal correlations and were also grouped together in the same IC. Figure 8 shows the same (and some additional) ICs that were significantly inter subject correlated, superimposed on a structural brain, where each IC is displayed in a distinct colour. To illustrate the area specificity of the ATCs and their preservation across subjects who were exposed to the same film, we superimposed ATCs of corresponding ICs from three subjects in figure 9 . The ATC of putative area V1, for example, is markedly distinct from that of putative area V5, while ATCs of the same area are very similar across subjects. This is quantified and statistically verified in figure 10 for the 10 cortical ICs/ areas (71 across all subjects; see figure 8) identified most consistently in each subject. Each of these 10 ICs had significantly correlated ATCs with their anatomically corresponding counterparts across subjects, indicating that these areas were (i) stimulus-driven and (ii) processing corresponding features of the film. However, as a control for each subject, when one of the above 10 areas was randomly selected instead of grouping them as anatomically corresponding, this significant inter subject correlation was abolished completely. By proving that only anatomically corresponding regions had significant inter subject correlations, these results also show that each area has a time course that is specific to it, and that these findings cannot be accounted for by unspecific correlation of ATCs. Similar results were obtained when the ATC of one subject's IC was used to rank-order all ICs of the remaining subjects: the first ranks were occupied by ICs which corresponded anatomically to this initial IC (Bartels & Zeki 2004a . This time-based dissection was not limited to the visual cortex, but revealed many more cortical and sub cortical regions, some of which showed inter subject correlations, while others did not. Because the principle of functional independence (and our approach more generally) rests on the assumption that natural viewing conditions lead to more differential activity in more functional subdivisions in the brain, we wanted to compare the efficiency of natural conditions in eliciting differential activations with that of an epoch study. To obtain a more general and objective measure for the number of ICs with a significant inter subject correlation, we counted the average number of ICs per subject-pair that had an inter subject correlation of a given value, for example, r O 0.5 (which is a measure of the number of differentially activated, stimulus-driven regions). Conducted for all possible subject-pairs and correlation values, one obtains a distribution of inter subject correlations. This measure lends itself to a comparison of technically equivalent studies that used differential stimulation paradigms and provides a measure of the number of differentially activated, stimulus-driven regions. Figure 11 shows the distributions obtained for the natural viewing data, the epoch study of figure 4 , and for a control of simulated random ATCs. The results were dramatic. For example, the average number of ICs per subject-pair which had an inter subject correlation of rO0.4 during natural viewing was more than eightfold higher compared with that during the epoch study. This demonstrates that more natural conditions (approximated here by watching an action film) lead to a dramatic increase not only in the number of regions activated, but also in the specificity in which they become active. As an example Figure 6 . ICs containing visual areas obtained from a subject who freely viewed the James Bond film Tomorrow Never Dies, along with their activity time courses (ATCs). (a) Glass-brain views (sagittal and transverse maximum intensity projections, no threshold applied) of occipital ICs isolated from one subject. All regions were stimulus-driven, were also isolated in the remaining subjects and had area-specific and significant inter subject correlations of their ATCs (Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . Labels indicate the presumptive identity of the regions based on their anatomical locations. The colouring of the ICs shows the relative voxel contribution, using the colour scale shown on the right, with red indicating positive contribution, green neutral/no contribution, blue negative contribution. (b) The first 3 min of the ATCs associated with each of the ICs shown in (a). Note the temporally distinct involvement of each visual region. The scale of ICA-ATCs is arbitrary and was normalized to one for each. LOp, posterior part of the lateral occipital complex; LOl, lateral part of the lateral occipital complex, V5C: V5/MT together with parts of ventral occipital cortex and presumptive V3A (modified from Bartels & Zeki 2005). of non visual regions activated with specific and significant inter subject correlations, figure 12a shows the putative primary auditory cortex (BA 41/42) and putative Wernicke's area (BA 22), each isolated in a distinct IC. Thus far, we have used the differential ATCs only as a marker to identify distinct cortical subdivisions. However, another advantage inherent to using ATCs compared with other markers is that they may contain information about the mutual interaction between distinct regions as well. For example, one would expect functionally related regions to have more correlated ATCs than functionally completely distinct regions. Figure 13 shows an attempt to group different ICs according to the correlation between their ATCs. It displays ICs selected from a single subject on a hierarchical tree, using the same methodology used to display the relatedness of distinct species, based on the similarity of their DNA sequence. However, this time, the correlation coefficient matrix of the ATCs of these ICs is used as a measure for relatedness. Some ICs (e.g. from the visual cortex) appear clustered within the same sub-branch of the tree, indicating a high functional relatedness. In sum, however, this approach turned out to be only of limited use because distinct ICs, even within the visual cortex, had often very low mutual correlations, which is indicative of their high functional independence. It is this very temporal independence of distinct subdivisions which makes their 'temporal fingerprints' so unique and our approach of mapping of these areas so successful.
INTRA CORTICAL CORRELATIONS DURING NATURAL CONDITIONS: A GUIDE FOR ANATOMICAL CONNECTIVITY?
An additional property apparent in some of the ICs was that they contained not a single cluster of voxels, but several. Voxels that are present in a single IC are temporally dependent in relation to their relative activity within that IC. Note that not all voxels which have high temporal dependencies necessarily need to be coisolated in the same IC given that spatial ICA applies its independence criterion only to the spatial domain, not to the temporal one. Thus, multiple clusters in ICs reveal functional connectivity (i.e. temporal correlations between distinct regions; Friston et al. 1993 ), but do not necessarily reveal the full network involved (Bartels & Zeki 2005) . In order to reveal the full extent of the functional connectivity of a given region isolated in an IC, we took the BOLD signal of its most active voxel in each of the subjects to create CMs. CMs show the temporal correlations of all voxels in the brain with the seed voxel. These CMs either contained the same set of clusters as was already figure 6 , superimposed onto a structural rendering of the subject's brain. Each region was identified by ICA in a separate IC, which was then colour-coded, intensity-thresholded (greater then 70% positive activation) and superimposed onto the subject's brain. Each area (IC) had an area-specific ATC that correlated significantly and selectively with anatomically corresponding areas (ICs) in the other eight subjects (see following figures). aCS, ventral lip of the anterior calcarine sulcus; Aud, auditory cortex (BA41 and 42); pcCrs, network containing precuneus (BA7) and retrosplenium (BA23 or 30); Wern, Wernicke's area (BA22) (from Bartels & Zeki 2004a ). apparent in the IC or, in some cases, additional clusters. CMs were generally nearly as specific as ICs, containing a few clearly isolated clusters of voxels. This indicated firstly that much of the dependence ICs were based on was due to second-order correlations.
Secondly, it showed that dependencies across the brain were highly specific (see figure 12) . Lastly, we note that the correlation of the BOLD time course of the hottest voxel of an IC with that of the IC-ATC was, on average, 0.9 or higher. Most frequently, the 
pc+rs inter-subject correlations and ranks of corresponding areas Figure 10 . Between-subject correlations of ATCs were specific to anatomically corresponding areas. For each of the 10 areas shown in figure 8 , the mean inter subject correlation coefficients (rGs.e.m.) and the median inter subject ranks (rankGquartiles, normalized to 100) are shown. When, instead of anatomically corresponding areas, random areas out of the 10 (control 1: c1) or any random IC (control 2: c2) were chosen, correlations were no longer different from zero, and ranks not skewed towards zero. **p ! 0.0001 (t-test on correlation coefficients.); p ! 10 K13 (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on ranks). See figure 8 for abbreviations. (n): number of subjects with that area (from Bartels & Zeki 2004a ). Figure 9 . Anatomically corresponding areas in different brains had specific and significantly correlated ATCs during free viewing of the film. Inter subject correlations of anatomically corresponding areas were in fact higher than correlations of different areas within single brains (Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . Here, this is illustrated on four cortical regions (auditory cortex, V1, V5 and V4). For the first three participants in our study, the ICs as well as the ATCs of these regions are shown. Maps and traces of each individual are colour-coded. The grey bars at the top and bottom indicate blank periods (black screen, no sound), which were not considered in further analyses (from Bartels & Zeki 2004a). secondary clusters in CMs were simply the homologues of a single region, such that both left and right homologues of a given region appeared in a single IC (see figure 6 ), which indicated a high correlation between them. We believe it is no coincidence that these particularly strong correlations were observed between regions that are known to have strong direct anatomical connections through the corpus callosum (Zeki 1970; Pandya et al. 1971; Clarke & Miklossy 1990; Bartels & Zeki 2005) . This is in accord with the finding that the significant correlation between homologue regions during rest is diminished in patients with agenesis of the corpus callosum (Quigley et al. 2003) . In addition, several ICs contained tertiary clusters, indicating correlations between distinct regions within the same hemisphere. We hypothesize that these, too, may be related to anatomical connections. We illustrate this on the example of the regions shown in figure 12a . It shows ICs containing a region overlapping with Wernicke's area. These ICs were isolated in every subject, and their associated ATCs had specific inter subject correlations indicating a common functional involvement. In most subjects, this IC contained an additional cluster in a region close to Broca's area. CMs revealed that Wernicke's area correlated in every subject with the same set of regions, including putative Broca's area (BA 45), another prefrontal/premotor region in the vicinity of BA 6, and BA 39 in the parietal cortex, at a threshold of r O 0.4 (see figure 12b) . Parallel to the bilateral visual areas, these specific correlations within languagerelated regions reflect the known direct anatomical connections between them (Kaas & Hackett 2000; Petrides & Pandya 2002; Scott & Johnsrude 2003) . Furthermore, as described in detail in Bartels & Zeki (2005) , we observed that correlations between regions that are known to be anatomically connected increased during natural viewing, while correlations between unconnected regions decreased during natural viewing in comparison to rest. We illustrate this using the example of correlations between visual regions with language-related regions that de-correlated during natural viewing, while correlations within the language network increased (figure 14). The correlations were based on the BOLD signal extracted from the hottest voxel of ICs containing visual or auditory regions. This double dissociation of correlations during natural viewing and rest between connected and unconnected regions led us to propose that intra cortical correlations during natural conditions may be indicative of anatomical connectivity (Bartels & Zeki 2005) . Especially noteworthy is the consistent involvement of BA 39 in CMs using Wernicke's area as a seed. While BA 39 was not classically considered to have direct connections with Broca's area and Wernicke's area, a recent study using DTI and track tracing methods revealed it to be a directly connected part of the language network (Catani et al. 2005) . Our CMs revealed the same result, highlighting the huge potential of natural viewing CMs as hypothesis-generating tools for the mapping of anatomical connectivity. Apart from our experimental evidence, the relation of natural viewing correlations to anatomical connectivity does also make sense at a conceptual level. The brain evolved and develops during exposure to natural conditions. Its anatomical connectivity is therefore likely to reflect the degree of communication between distinct regions during these conditions. Thus, it seems plausible that intra cortical correlations reflect anatomical connectivity most accurately when they are measured during more natural conditions. This is not to say that correlations during these conditions invariably reveal anatomical ones. Firstly, one has to be aware of potential artefactual correlations (e.g. induced by head movements, breathing, changes in heart rate, etc.) combined with common vascularization. These Figure 11 . More areas were differentially activated during free viewing than during conventional epoch stimulation. Shown are the cumulative distributions of maximal inter subject correlations among all IC-ATCs and the normalized cumulative distributions of inter subject correlations (inset) (see Bartels & Zeki 2004a) . Both indicate how many ICs have ATCs that correlate across subjects and therefore provide a measure for the number of stimulus-driven regions that were differentially activated in each study. Free viewing data are shown in red and epoch data in blue. Shown in black is the expected distribution for simulated random ATCs as a baseline (white noise convolved with the haemodynamic response function; from Bartels & Zeki 2004a). artefacts affect all imaging studies and are particularly dangerous to those relying on temporal dependencies of any kind. Secondly, some anatomical connections may not be apparent at all through correlations, and some correlations may arise for other reasons. Methods relying on temporal correlations, of course, can only reveal anatomical connections that are active. Each area of the cerebral cortex has multiple outputs to different destinations, both cortical and sub cortical. It is not clear whether all these outputs are engaged when a given area is active. Indeed, previous studies have shown that distinct tasks or stimuli may lead to distinct degrees of functional connectivity (i.e. correlation) between regions (Buchel & Friston 1997; Friston & Buchel 2000; Friston et al. 2003) . In view of this, we hypothesize that natural conditions are most suitable for eliciting correlations that reflect the underlying anatomical connectivity. Alternatively, one could say that the conditions should be as varied as possible in order to learn about all possible interactions of an area. Our results show that intra cortical correlations during natural conditions are more specific with respect to the known anatomical connectivity than those observed during the resting state, which have been implied to be indicative of anatomical connectivity previously (e.g. Lowe et al. 1998; Cordes et al. 2000; Hampson et al. 2002; Koch et al. 2002; Quigley et al. 2003; Young et al. 2003) . As we are only beginning to understand the relation between the BOLD signal measured using fMRI and the underlying neural activity (Logothetis 2003) , any inference on connectivity can only provide hypotheses rather than conclusive evidence. Despite this, such hypotheses are valuable, especially in the human brain, as we have only limited knowledge about its anatomical connectivity. DTI is a non invasive technique that is more directly based on anatomical connectivity by exploiting the diffusion preference of water molecules along myelinated fibre bundles (Parker et al. 2002) . Unfortunately, while this method delivers impressive results, it is mostly limited to connections that originate in sub cortical nuclei or white matter. The numerous fibre crossings near the cortex are difficult to resolve within the dimensions of DTI-weighted image voxels, and thus make corticocortical tracing difficult, even though better solutions are in sight (Tuch et al. 2003) and first impressive results have been published as described above (Catani et al. 2005) . We therefore envisage that DTI and connectivity patterns inferred on the basis of temporal correlations during natural conditions may be suited to complement each other for the charting of corticocortical anatomical connectivity in vivo. Our conceptual understanding and our experimental evidence suggest that correlations during natural conditions may be better suited as indicators of anatomical connections than other, more artificial, experimental settings (Bartels & Zeki 2005) .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have reviewed a new approach to mapping functional subdivisions of the brain. It does not rely on anatomical markers nor on hypothesisdriven experiments. Rather, it relies on a marker that is present and unique to every functional subdivision of the brain; namely, its ACT during natural conditions (Bartels & Zeki 2004a ,b, 2005 . Chronoarchitectonic maps, therefore, mirror traditional ones. However, because they collapse all the known and unknown functional and structural properties of cerebral architecture onto a single and measurable factor, they may be easier to derive, even for uncharted regions. In addition, because the temporal fingerprint is a direct consequence of function, it also reflects functional similarity (or functional connectivity) and during natural conditions, this may be indicative of anatomical connections between areas (Bartels & Zeki 2005) . The chronoarchitectonic approach therefore constitutes the logical development of one of the principal themes of cortical studies; namely, the attempt to identify distinct parts of the cerebral cortex and assign specific functions to each. It distinguishes and defines areas based on the timing of activity in them in relation to the timing of activity in other areas, without a priori Figure 12 . ICs and functional CMs of Wernicke's speech area and the primary auditory cortex on the example of four subjects (1-4). (a) ICs are shown colour-coded and superimposed on the subjects' structural renderings (green: IC containing auditory cortex, red: IC containing Wernicke's area (BA22)). ICs were thresholded at 30% activity. (b,c) CMs derived from seeds taken from the hottest voxels in either BA22 or auditory cortex reveal their functional connections, which correspond to anatomical ones (modified from Bartels & Zeki 2004b . knowledge about anatomical location or function. Its weakness, which it shares with other anatomical mapping techniques (e.g. the cyto-or myeloarchitectonic techniques), is that it does not allow one to infer specific functions for the areas that it maps. Paradoxically, this may also be its main strength since it does not depend upon the simplistic and sometimes erroneous attribution of a single function. Nevertheless, a reverse correlation of a region's ATC with the stimulus may generate a hypothesis with regard to its preferred feature (Hasson et al. 2004) , which should then be validated statistically using a formal hypothesisled regression against the intensity of the feature under concern (Bartels & Zeki 2003) . We have demonstrated that a multitude of distinct regions can be identified across the whole brain, even within the visual cortex, based entirely on their differential ATCs during natural viewing. Functionally corresponding regions did not only correspond anatomically across subjects, but also had highly area-specific temporal inter subject correlations. In contrast, distinct functional subdivisions, even within visual cortex, had surprisingly low temporal correlations, even within a single brain. In fact, our results show that natural conditions lead to a decorrelation of activity between distinct regions compared with rest (Bartels & Zeki 2004a . This makes it easier for the ICA to identify voxels belonging to a given subdivision and to segregate them into separate components. At the same time, it also makes functionally connected (i.e. temporally correlated) regions stand out. In fact, our results also showed that regions with known substantial anatomical connections increased the correlations of their ATCs during natural viewing compared with the rest, revealing a double dissociation as a function of anatomical connectivity and stimulation condition. Temporal correlations during natural conditions may thus be indicative of anatomical connectivity, which we demonstrate for the case of regions involved in the processing of language. Most importantly, our results reveal a high degree of temporal independence of distinct cortical regions during natural processing, which not only confirms the view of a high degree of functional specialization even within the visual cortex, but also indicates that natural conditions may enhance regional specificity (Zeki 1978; Zeki & Bartels 1998b ). Other types of natural stimuli may be more suitable to obtain differential activity in other parts of the brain, and future algorithms may deliver better results than the ICA used here. However, we hope that the general principle of chronoarchitectonic mapping may serve to identify novel cortical subdivisions and their connectivity. The results obtained may then inspire future, hypothesis-led experiments to illuminate the precise functional involvement of these regions.
